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Life Cycle of Snow 

This is a snowflake. 
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Water vapor sticks to the wet 
speck, making a water droplet. 

It begins with a speck. 
The speck comes from dust or 

pollen floating in a cloud. 
 
 

2	

3	



The droplet freezes into a ball of 
ice. More water vapor sticks to 
the ball of ice and it grows into 

an ice crystal. 

Faster growth on the corners 
causes 6 branches to sprout. 

4	

5	



The branches keep growing and 
add little arms.  

The shape depends on the 
temperature and how wet the 

cloud is. 
 

6	

7	



Snow crystals can look like stars, 
with 6 arms. 

Snow crystals can also come in 
different shapes, such as a  

plate, needle, or column. 

8	

9	



As it grows bigger and heavier, 
the snowflake begins to fall. 

 

They can stick to each other to 
form a bigger snowflake. 10	

11	



Snowflakes fall out of the clouds. If 
you catch one, you can see what it 

looks like before it melts.  

When the snow melts, the water 
evaporates and the cycle starts 

over. 
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